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DAMAGES (RETURN ON INVESTMENT) BILL 

________________ 

EXPLANATORY AND FINANCIAL MEMORANDUM 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This Explanatory and Financial Memorandum has been prepared by the Department of 

 Justice (“the Department”) in order to assist the reader of the Bill and to help inform 

 debate on it. It does not form part of the Bill and has not been endorsed by the Assembly. 

2. The Memorandum needs to be read in conjunction with the Bill. It is not, and is not 

 meant to be, a comprehensive description of the Bill. So where a clause, or part of a 

 clause, or a paragraph, or part of a paragraph, in the Schedule does not seem to require 

 an explanation or comment, none is given. 

BACKGROUND AND POLICY OBJECTIVES 

3. The civil legal remedy for wrongfully inflicted personal injury, for example, as a result 

 of a road traffic accident or medical negligence, is usually an award of damages. The 

 award will be to cover pain and suffering and all the losses flowing from the injury, 

 including future financial losses. Examples of damages for future financial loss or 

 expense include compensation for loss of earnings, care costs and medical expenses. 

 These future losses and expenses may, in some cases, run for many years into the future. 

 The award for these losses and expenses often takes the form of a lump sum. The lump 

 sum award should be sufficient to meet all the losses and expenses as they arise in full 

 and should be exhausted at the end of the period for which it is given. The overall aim, 

 as stated by the House of Lords in the case of Wells v Wells, is that the award will fully 

 compensate the claimant but neither more nor less (“the 100% rule”). 

4. It is assumed that a lump-sum award of compensation for future losses or expenses will 

 be invested until those losses or expenses are incurred, and that during this time, the 

 claimant will earn a return on the investment. Without any adjustment being made for 

 this, the claimant may not be fully compensated, contrary to the 100% rule. Therefore 

 a court, when assessing the amount of the award, has to take into account the personal 

 injury discount rate. 

5. The discount rate is an assumed rate of return on investment and is currently 2.5% as 

 set by the Lord Chancellor in 2001. Since devolution of justice the power to set the rate 

 sits with the Department, in consultation with the Government Actuary and the 

 Department of Finance, under section 1 of the Damages Act 1996 (“the 1996 Act”). 

6. At present, the 1996 Act does not specify how the discount rate is to be set so it has to 

 be set in accordance with legal principles established by the House of Lords in Wells v 

 Wells. The Lords considered that a claimant should be assumed to be very risk averse 
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 in investing their lump-sum award and should therefore be assumed to invest solely in 

 index-linked gilts (“ILGs”). Accordingly, the discount rate for Northern Ireland 

 currently has to be set based on returns on ILGs.  

7. Evidence obtained from consultation and analysis in the other UK jurisdictions since 

 2017, however, found that, while claimants should be treated as more risk averse than 

 ordinary prudent investors, in reality they would be advised to invest in a low-risk 

 diversified portfolio rather than very low-risk ILGs alone. Setting the rate under Wells 

 v Wells, therefore risks over-compensation of claimants and a resulting unfair financial 

 burden on public bodies, business and consumers.  

8. In view of this, the Department proposed that the legal framework for setting the rate 

 in Northern Ireland should be changed so that it is no longer tied to Wells v Wells and 

 consulted on options. The overall policy in reforming the law on setting the personal 

 injury discount rate was to ensure the rate is set in a way that gives effect to the 100% 

 rule and is fair to both claimants and defendants. 

CONSULTATION 

9. In the summer of 2020, the Department consulted on options for a new legal framework 

 for setting the discount rate in Northern Ireland. The Department considered that the 

 following assumptions should be made in relation to setting the rate: recipients of 

 damages will invest a lump sum for the purpose of meeting all losses and costs for the 

 entire period for which they have been awarded; the lump sum will be exhausted at the 

 end of this period; and it should be set with reference to low-risk rather than solely 

 very-low-risk investments. In view of this, the Department considered that either of the 

 legislative frameworks in England and Wales or Scotland would meet those objectives. 

 It was not inclined to think that a third model was required but views on that were 

 invited. 

10. The consultation opened on 17 June 2020 and closed on 14 August 2020. Twenty-eight 

 responses were received. A summary analysis of those responses and the Department’s 

 conclusions about next steps was published on 23 October 2020. 

OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

11. Following the consultation, three options for a new legal framework for setting the 

 personal injury discount rate were considered: (i) the model in England and Wales; (ii) 

 the model in Scotland; or (iii) a bespoke model for Northern Ireland. Although more 

 respondents (mainly those who represented the interests of defendants) preferred the 

 England and Wales model, it was decided that the Scottish model should be adopted on 

 the basis that it is clear and transparent and, once the parameters for determination of 

 the rate are prescribed in legislation, setting it is essentially an actuarial exercise.  

12. The Department committed, however, to reflect further, in consultation with the 

 Government Actuary’s Department, on the detail of the notional portfolio as prescribed 

 in the Scottish legislation. In particular, it recognised the point made by some 

 respondents that an assumed investment period of 30 years may not accord with the 
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 average or typical investment period for a lump-sum award of damages and noted that 

 the assumed investment period used by the Lord Chancellor in setting the discount rate 

 in England and Wales in 2019 was 43 years. 

OVERVIEW 

13. In summary, the Bill will provide for a new statutory methodology for calculating the 

 discount rate; establish a timeframe for review of the rate; and provide that the task of 

 reviewing and setting the rate will fall to the Government Actuary. 

14. The Bill, which amends the 1996 Act as it applies to Northern Ireland, contains six 

 clauses and a Schedule. Clauses 1 and 2 make amendments to the 1996 Act, including 

 introducing the Schedule to the Bill, which is a new Schedule to be inserted in the 1996 

 Act. Clauses 3 to 6 deal with ancillary provisions, interpretation, commencement and 

 the short title of the Bill. 

COMMENTARY ON CLAUSES 

Clause 1 - Assumed return on investment 

Clause 1, subsection (1) inserts a new section C1 into the 1996 Act to replace the existing 

section 1 as it applies to Northern Ireland (which is repealed by subsection (2)), so as to remove 

the Department’s current role in setting the discount rate. 

Subsection (1) of new section C1 provides that, in an action for personal injury, the court must 

take into account the rate of return set by the rate-assessor in determining the return a claimant 

is expected to receive from investing a sum awarded as damages for future pecuniary loss. This 

duty is subject to any rules of court made for the purposes of the section (although no such 

rules have been made to date under section 1 of the 1996 Act as it currently applies). Subsection 

(2) preserves the ability for a court to take a different rate of return into account if any party 

can show that it is more appropriate in the circumstances of the case.  

Subsection (3) introduces new Schedule C1, which is to be inserted in the 1996 Act (see further 

below).  

Subsection (4)(a) provides that the rate-assessor is the Government Actuary and that in the 

event the office of Government Actuary is vacant, the rate-assessor will be the Deputy 

Government Actuary. Subsection (4)(b) gives the Department of Justice a power by regulations 

(subject to the draft affirmative procedure) to appoint a person other than the Government 

Actuary to be the rate-assessor, as well as somebody to deputise for that person (subsection 

(5)). Subsection (6) provides that the Department must obtain the agreement of the person to 

be appointed and the person who is to deputise, before making regulations under subsection 

(4)(b). 

Clause 2 - Process for setting rate of return 

Clause 2 inserts a new Schedule C1 into the 1996 Act, which details how the rate-assessor is 

to approach the task of reviewing and setting the discount rate. 
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Clause 3 - Ancillary provision 

Clause 3 provides a power for the Department of Justice by regulations to make ancillary 

provision. Any such regulations which amend primary legislation are subject to the draft 

affirmative procedure. 

Clause 4 - Interpretation 

Clause 4 is an interpretation provision. 

Clause 5 - Commencement  

Clause 5 provides for the commencement of clauses 3 to 6 of the Bill on the day after it receives 

Royal Assent. It also allows for the remaining clauses to be commenced by order made by the 

Department. 

Clause 6 – Short title   

Clause 6 describes the short title of the Act. 

Schedule 

Schedule C1 contains 34 paragraphs and provides as follows.  

(i) Paragraphs 1 to 3 oblige the rate-assessor to review the discount rate and deal 

with the timing of reviews. 

(ii) Paragraph 1 provides that the first review is to be a review of the discount rate 

set under existing section 1 of the 1996 Act as it applied immediately before the 

provisions of the Schedule are brought into operation. This rate was last set by 

the Lord Chancellor by the Damages (Personal Injury) Order 2001 (2001 No. 

2301) at 2.5%. If there is no such rate in operation (for example, if that Order 

were to be revoked in its application to Northern Ireland without being replaced 

before the Schedule to the Bill comes into operation), then the first review is to 

be a review of there being no prescribed rate. The first review is to start on the 

date on which the Schedule is brought into operation. 

(iii) Paragraph 2 deals with the timing of subsequent reviews and requires the rate-

assessor to start a subsequent review on 1 July 2024 (intended to align Northern 

Ireland with the cycle of regular reviews of the rate in Scotland) and thereafter 

on the day after the end of the five year period, beginning with the day on which 

the previous regular review must be started (establishing a five-year cycle of 

regular reviews). The Department may, under sub-paragraphs (2)(a) or (b), 

require the rate-assessor to conduct a review starting earlier than the next regular 

review would do. However, if that occurs, the extra review does not disturb the 

commencement of a review on 1 July 2024, or the five-year cycle of regular 

reviews thereafter. 
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(iv) Paragraph 3 requires reviews (whether the first review or any subsequent regular 

or extra review) to be concluded within a 90 day period beginning on the day on 

which it must be started. 

(v) Paragraph 4 provides an overview of the rate-setting process. Paragraph 5 

provides that a review will determine whether the rate is to remain the same or 

be changed. Paragraph 6 provides that the rate-assessor must have regard to the 

views of any person the rate-assessor chooses to consult, or whose advice has 

been sought, provided these are received within a reasonable time (including 

views received before the Schedule comes into operation – see paragraph 29). 

(vi) Paragraph 7 sets out the basis upon which the rate-assessor is to determine the 

rate of return. Subject to standard adjustments and rounding of figures noted 

below, it provides that the rate should reflect the rate of return for the notional 

portfolio provided for in paragraph 12 over a 43-year period. Paragraph 8 gives 

the Department a power, by regulations subject to the draft affirmative 

procedure, to change the period of 43 years. 

(vii) Paragraph 9 provides for an adjustment to the rate of return to take account of 

inflation by reference to the retail prices index or to an alternative source of 

information as prescribed by the Department in regulations subject to the draft 

affirmative procedure. 

(viii) Paragraph 10 provides for standard adjustments to the rate of return arrived at 

on the above basis. The rate-assessor is to deduct 0.75 of a percentage point to 

take account of the impact of taxation and the costs of investment advice and 

management. The rate-assessor is also to deduct 0.5 of a percentage point as a 

further margin (which recognises that there is risk inherent in even the most 

carefully advised and invested portfolio). Paragraph 11 provides that the 

adjustment figures may be changed by the Department by regulations subject to 

the draft affirmative procedure. The resulting figures may be zero or a positive 

number. They cannot be a negative number (so the adjustments can never raise 

the rate of return). They need not be whole numbers but can include a decimal 

fraction. Unlike the rate ultimately set by the rate-assessor (see paragraph 19), 

these numbers are not limited to being expressed in steps of a quarter percentage 

point. 

(ix) Paragraph 12 sets out the notional portfolio with the types of investments and 

percentage holdings on which the rate-assessor is to determine the rate of return. 

Paragraph 13 provides that, if the type of investment is not defined by 

regulations under paragraph 14, it is to be interpreted by the rate-assessor in the 

way it is commonly understood in investment contexts. Paragraph 14 provides 

that the Department may make regulations (subject to the draft affirmative 

procedure) to define any of the types of investment. Paragraph 15 provides that 

the Department may make regulations to make changes to both the list of 

investments and the percentage holdings. 

(x) Paragraph 16 provides that, before any review of the rate of return under 

paragraph 2(1), the Department must consider whether it is necessary to make 
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regulations under paragraphs 14 and 15 to ensure that the notional portfolio 

remains suitable for investment in by a hypothetical investor, as described in 

paragraph 17. Sub-paragraph (2) provides that, in considering this, the 

Department must consult such persons as it considers appropriate. However, 

sub-paragraph (3) provides that no such consideration is required before an extra 

review under paragraph 2(3).  

(xi) Paragraph 17 describes a hypothetical investor as follows: a recipient of 

damages; who will invest the damages as properly advised; who has no financial 

resources apart from the damages that can be used to meet the losses and 

expenses for which the damages are awarded and will make withdrawals from 

the investment fund deriving from investment of the damages; and whose 

objectives are to secure that the damages will meet the losses and expenses for 

which they are awarded and be exhausted at the end of the period of the award. 

(xii) Paragraph 18 clarifies that, for the purposes of paragraphs 16 and 17, the 

damages are damages for future pecuniary loss in an action for personal injury 

and they are paid in a lump sum. 

(xiii) Paragraph 19 provides that the rate will be set as a percentage figure, whether a 

whole number of percentage points or multiple of a quarter percentage point. It 

can be expressed in quarter percentage points and rounded to the nearest whole 

number or quarter percentage point. Paragraph 20 provides for the rounding of 

the figure so as to comply with that requirement. 

(xiv) Paragraph 21 provides that there will be a single rate of return which will apply 

to all cases unless regulations provide otherwise. Where the Department sets out 

in regulations (subject to the draft affirmative procedure) that there should be 

more than one rate, a review is to be carried out separately for each rate of return. 

Under paragraph 22, such regulations must set out the circumstances in which 

each rate is to apply and require the rate-assessor to report separately on each 

rate of return. 

(xv) Under paragraph 23, the rate-assessor must send a report to the Department 

when the review has concluded and no later than the last day of the 90-day 

period for carrying out the review. The report must be dated and contain the rate 

determination and a summary of how the rate is calculated. Under paragraph 24, 

the Department must lay the report before the Northern Ireland Assembly as 

soon as practicable after it has been received and on the same day, the rate-

assessor must publish the report. Paragraph 25 provides that the rate will come 

into effect on the day after the report is laid. Paragraph 26 provides for the 

Department to reimburse the rate-assessor for costs incurred in connection with 

a review.  

(xvi) Paragraphs 27 to 30 make provision for transitional arrangements so that the 

rate of return currently prescribed under section 1 of the 1996 Act will continue 

to apply until such times as a rate is set under the provision in the Bill when 

enacted.  
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(xvii) Paragraph 31 deals with regulations made under the Schedule. Sub-paragraph 

(1) allows regulations to make different provision for different purposes. For 

example, in the event that the Department makes regulations under paragraph 

21 requiring more than one rate to be set, paragraph 8 (as read with paragraph 

31(1)) could be used to prescribe different periods to be used in connection with 

the setting of the different rates. Sub-paragraph (3) provides that regulations 

made under the Schedule will be subject to the draft affirmative resolution 

procedure.  

(xviii) Paragraphs 32 to 34 are interpretation provisions for the purposes of the 

Schedule. 

FINANCIAL EFFECTS OF THE BILL 

15. In moving away from a rate based on ILGs to a new methodology for calculating the 

 rate of return, the intention is to give effect to the core legal principle of 100% 

 compensation, whilst recognising this is not an exact science and therefore any excesses 

 of potential over-compensation need to be properly balanced with the chances of a 

 claimant being exposed to the risk of running out of compensation. The Department has 

 made provision for a notional portfolio constructed on the basis of portfolios described 

 as low-risk and which the Department believes would meet the needs of an individual 

 in the position of the hypothetical investor who is described in the legislation. 

16. The initial rate change following the first review carried out using the new methodology 

 is likely to result in a lower rate than that currently in place. Changes in the rate as a 

 result of subsequent reviews may result in a higher or lower rate (or the rate remaining 

 the same), depending upon the returns achievable from the investment strategy which 

 forms part of the methodology. However these are unlikely to be significant changes in 

 view of the provision for regular reviews.  

17. The Bill itself will not change the discount rate. The only direct costs arising from this 

 Bill will be the payment for the Government Actuary’s review and determination of the 

 rate. These costs are not new as the Department currently pays to carry out the necessary 

 statutory consultation with the Government Actuary under the existing law. Given that 

 reviews will take place at least every five years, the payments will be more regular. The 

 Government Actuary’s Department funding model operates on a cost-recovery basis 

 for its professional services and the Department estimates that fee will be in the region 

 of £40,000 to £50,000.  

HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES 

18. The policy has been screened for human rights impact and is considered to be compliant 

 with Convention rights. 
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EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

19. In accordance with its duty under section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998, the 

 Department conducted a screening exercise of the proposals and concluded that they 

 did not have any significant implications for equality of opportunity. An equality impact 

 assessment was, therefore, not required.   

SUMMARY OF THE REGULATORY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

20. A regulatory impact assessment has been completed. It concluded that changing the 

 legal framework for setting the discount rate would have fewer costs and more benefits 

 for businesses than maintaining the status quo. 

DATA PROTECTION IMPACT ASSESSMENT/DATA PROTECTION BY DESIGN 

21. A data protection impact assessment has been carried out. This noted that the 

 Department will not collect, use, store or share any personal data arising from the 

 provisions in the Bill. 

RURAL NEEDS IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

22. The Department has carried out a rural needs impact assessment. This noted that the 

 provisions in the Bill relate to damages for future financial loss for all personal injury 

 claimants and that there are no specifically rural issues to take into consideration. 

LEGISLATIVE COMPETENCE 

23. At Introduction the Minister of Justice had made the following statement under section     

9 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998: 

“In my view the Damages (Return on Investment) Bill would be within the legislative competence of 

the Northern Ireland Assembly.”  




